YAMAHA YZ25QH MOTOCROSSER

NEW HANDLE, NEW BLADE,
SAME AXE
Keeping tabs on the mono evolution

ime is catching up with the mono When we say that the action of the
shock design. A year ago, all of the
newer forks is no better than the older
YZs were perched at the top of their reforks, this is not a criticism. The G
spective heaps, suspension-wise. Kawa
forks were superb. In fact, now that
saki was still sorting out the Uni-Trak,
the H forks have been beefed up, they
Suzuki was getting ready to. abandon
must be considered just about the state
the dual-shock approach and Honda
of the art on production bikes. Only
was busy trying to understand why no
the 40mm forks on the new Husqvarone cared for Showa shocks.
nas work as well.
The G-model monos were adjust
Not-so-obvious changes and some
able to the moon and back, took most
questionable improvements
bumps in a reasonable manner, and,
A longer swingarm is on the new
most of all, were reliable.
YZ250H. This slows down some of the
Bikes came out in 1981 and the rules
side-to-side hop occasionally encoun
of the suspension game were rather
tered with monos. Adjusting the re
crudely rewritten. Now, the message
bound damping is still a simple job.
was Pro-Link from Honda, a revised
Merely reach under the rear fender
Uni-Trak from Kawasaki and the
and turn the adjuster knob until you
Fabulous Floaters from Suzuki.
get what you want.
Yamaha dutifully updated their
Riders who are not sensitive to what
monoshock, making it a bit better
is happening are advised to leave the re
than the previous effort, as per usual
bound damping in the standard posi
practice. More adjustment available,
tion. This can be identified by two
greater capacity in the reservoir and
small punch marks on the knob. Line
small refinements in general.
them up with the matching mark on
Our job here, as we see it, is to de the shock eye, and you’re in the ball
termine if what they did was enough,
park. Before you decide to play Mad
and how it compares with the other
Scientist with the damping, it’s a good
hardware available; namely, the other
idea to read the well-written manual
250 racers.
and make sure you understand what
The bike in question is the Yamaha
YZ250H, perhaps the most evolved
and finely honed single concept in dirt
bikes beside the Harley flattrackers.

T

you’re doing.
Preload adjustment is almost as
simple. A set of large (32mm) nuts are
located right behind the damping ad
juster knob. Merely loosen the jam nut
and crank down on the other to stiffen
things up.
This year, the YZ250 has a fivespeed gearbox instead of a six-speeder.
We bemoan the loss of the extra gear;
it takes away from the versatility of the
YZ. However, there were some relia
bility problems with the six-speed box
(we’re told), and the new five-speeder
is heavily beefed up. Our 1980 YZ250
was ridden mercilessly for 11 months
and we had no hassle whatsoever with
the gearbox. In fact, it was probably
the most reliable racing machine tested
in the last five years at Dirt Bike. We
had one rear hub crack during more
than forty races; and that was it. The
same top end was used for the duration.
Yamaha tells us that the new H bike
should be even more reliable, as the
rear hub is improved and the gearbox
is about 40 percent stronger. A spotcheck of the rear hub showed it to be
identical to a 1979 F hub. A step back
proves to be a step forward, in this case.

Obvious changes/improvements
It’s called the H and is one year
newer and more advanced than the G
model. A casual observer might pick
up on only cosmetic changes, like the
gold rims and 1981 decals; but, the im
portant changes are up front.
A set of 43mm forks is the big news.
Travel remains the same as last year at
11.8 inches. We sort of liked the action
of the G forks and don’t find the bump
absorbing ability of the H forks superi
or. However, the G forks would
waggle around some if the tire was
stuffed into deep sand or mud. Not a
hint of flex can be detected in the 43’s.
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Other changes: There’s a new YEIS
system on the inlet tract. The Dirt Bike
testers kept referring to it as a “boost
bottle,” causing Yamaha’s Ed Scheidler to beat his head repeatedly into a
handy post until we ceased our blas
phemy. Anyway, the boos—... that is,
the YEIS.. .stands for Yamaha Ener
gy Induction System. It’s nothing
more than a chamber between the carb
and the reed valve that lets incoming
gasses have a storage place between
pulses.
Its prime function is to improve
throttle response at low and midrange
at partial throttle conditions. At full
throttle, it doesn’t do anything.
To check out its effectiveness, we
asked Scheidler to block off the hose
going to the boo...the YEIS bottle.
With tears in his eyes, Ed crimped the
hose shut and let us blubber around
the track for a few laps. He was right.
The YZ ran like a dog. Ed told us he
could jet the blubbering out with the
YEIS detached, but we’d end up with
a clean running bike with less response.
It convinced us. That system, while
not yielding earth-shattering gains,
does work.
Overall, the 1981 engine has more
snap right off the bottom and will pull
with more punch early in the midrange.
Gear ratios have been juggled around
to take advantage of this. Or, to make
up for losing a gear, depending on how
you look at it. Here are the actual
numbers:

1980 YZ250G
Ratios

This will probably be the last year you'll see the traditional Yamaha Monoshock de
sign. The factories are pla ying with a progressive setup similar to the Honda
Pro-Links.
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1981 YZ250H
Ratios

1 ...............2.142
1 ...............2.142
2............... 1.812
2............... 1.812
3............... 1.411
3............... 1.411
4............... 1.142
4............... 1.142
5...............0.956
5...............0.956
6...............0.875
As you can see, the ratios are the
same in the first five gears. No internal
ratios are changed; the only difference
being a 14-tooth countershaft on the
new bike and a 13-fanger on the old
bike.
What this means to the rider is that
first gear on the H model is almost as
tall as second gear on the 1980 ma
chine. Most riders used to start the G
bike in second gear anyway, so this
will prove to be no handicap in a motocross start.
Where the change will be noticed is
in cross-country or Grand Prix condi
tions. The old G bike is faster on top

YAMAHA YZ25QH MOTOCROSSER
end by about five to seven mph over
the new bike.
We had a chance to drag race the
two bikes side by side. When both
bikes were started in low, the H would
pull the G every time. When both were
started in second gear, the G would
win the race every time. With the G in
second and the H starting in low, the G
would win on hard-packed ground
every time. With decent traction, the
H would ease slightly ahead.
One interesting side note: We
dragged the G, the H and a new Suzuki
RM250X side by side, under a variety
of conditions. Both the G and the H
beat the Suzuki out of the gate by a few
lengths, then held the distance until all
of the bikes peaked out. The old G
bike beat them both on top end, with
stock gearing.

On the track
While all this drag racing is fun and
serves as a measuring stick of sorts, it’s
the lap times that are the most impor
tant thing. We found the responsive
low-end power of the YZ to be an asset.
The test riders could chop the throttle,
when necessary, then snap it back on
and rocket out of a turn—almost like
an Open class bike.
The bike could be shifted fairly
early on dry and bumpy tracks and the
power could be rolled on for maximum
control. This contrasted greatly with
the Suzuki, which had to be screamed
like a 125 for best lap times.
It didn’t take a great deal of riding
skill to pilot the YZ. The power had a
decent spread, came on with no sur
prises and proved to be the most flex
ible powerplant of any 250 YZ ever
built. It’s safe to say that just about
anyone could sling a leg over the YZ
and get along with it right away. Much
more so than the 1980 flavor YZ250.

Bumps and grinds

•*

Most of our testing on the newest
YZ took place at Sunrise Cycle Park,
which is rapidly becoming one of our
favorite test beds for suspensions. It’s
a brutal track, laced with mediumspeed whoopers and several stadium
jumps. If a suspension works decently
here, it’ll be fine anywhere else.
None of our test riders liked the YZ
with the standard mono spring, even
with appreciable amounts of preload
dialed in. The rear end simply wal
lowed too much, letting steering ac
curacy suffer. We slipped on the op
tional heavier spring and returned to a

standard preload setting. Much better;
even for lighter riders. Not only did
the Mono-X rear end resist bottoming
now, but steering improved, too.
We eventually ended up raising the
oil level in the forks by 10mm over
stock. Our forks worked well under all
conditions. We had two test bikes at
our disposal. One of them had only a
little time on it; the other was broken
in. The forks on the broken-in bike felt
much plusher than the fresh bike. You
can expect this to happen to your new
YZ, if you get one.
By the end of the day we had the YZ
working as well as it was ever going to,
in stock configuration. No doubt, you
are asking the burning question as to
how it compares to the Suzuki Floater
rear end. Well, the Suzy single-shock
works better, no argument there. How
ever, the YZ is not that far off base.
Just about the only place where the YZ
suffers is on the killer, hold-the-barsand-grit-your-teeth bumps.

The "H"engine is now a 5-speed, and
with the YE/S induction there's a notice
able improvement in the bottom end
performance.
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SATISFACTION

In NJ. and CUSTOMER SERVICE
call (201)-362-9275

BELL HELMETS
Moto III, Yl, Wh, Rd, Bl
$94.00
Mag III, Wh, Bk, Rd, Yl
$67.00
RT, Wh, Bk, Rd, Bl
$53.00
State size.

EXCALIBUR
CHEST PROTECTOR
Red.'White

S59-«
PLAIN JERSEYS
R/W/B, Rd/Wh,
BI/YI, Bk/YI,
BI/YI/Wh, Rd/Bl
SI 5.95
Sizes: AdultS,M,L,XL
Children-S,M,L

RACING JERSEYS
(vented nylon, w/
12 elbow pads)
Hondo, Yom, Suz,
Kaw. (Factory
Colors) $17.95
Sizes: AdultS,M,L,XL
Children- S,M,L

^

DELUXE MX
\
NYLONS w/ removable knee pads,
k .
liner, inside pockel,
V1
padded hips & many w”
other extras. (Stote
waist size.)
Red/Wh/BI
Bk/YI
BI/YI
$69.95
KIDNEY BELT
Yellow/Black
Blue/Red

MX DENIMS, 14 oz.

denim, padded, leg
zippers.
Mony Extras.

18" to 24"
26” to 42"
44" to 46"
For Honda,
add $2.00.

$20.95
$22.95
$25.95
Yam, Suz

YAMAHA YZ250H

$18.95

CASTRE GLOVES
Adult 8000
$23.95
Child’s 8700
$12.95
EXCALIBUR ECONOMY
GLOVES
$9.95
GRAB ON GRIPS $5.75
ANCRA TIE DOWNS
Red 1 "x6
$13.95
Blue l"x5
$10.95

MXL BOOTS
Enduro or MX Tread
$109.95
Sidi Pro MX Boots
Bl, Rd, Bk ea. with
Yl trim. $139.00
M. Robert Plostic MX
Bl or Red $109.95
Vendromini Childrens
Blue & Yellow
Sizes- Children's 12
and 1 thru 5 $64.95
CLYMER MANUALS
$8.95

* We are Distributors for Mossberger Reeds - call for
prices.
‘ Coll us for prices on the following: Dunlop Tires, Metzler
Tires, Enduro Tank Bags, Enduro time card holders,
O’ Neal handle bors, Oury grips. Griff MX pants, Pro
Levers Ratio Rites, Super Seer Goggles, Jones Goggles,
Poly helmets, duffle bags, D.I.D. chain, sprockets,
Tsubaki chain, Mortek ignitions, visors, face shields,
Yuasa batteries. O' Neal air filters, Cycle-Am fenders,
Epco motorcycle carriers.
* Also thousands of items for street bikes.
* Dealer inquiries invitod (write on your letterhead).
* Free catalog with order of send $1.50 for catalog
(refunded with first order).

SHIPPING CHARGES
Must be added
to all prices
Mm. Order $10 Total
ITEM

CALL US FOR
PRICES ON

DUNLOP M/X
DIRT TIRES

Windjam

ZonAAl

Zon* *2

Zen* O

met Sn.ek)»
185
250
3 20
Sftp*lreame»
Saddle B*g» hbt.r>9» Pack*.*
4 80
6 70
830
FioniTtrw/BooH 2 60
4 10
440
RaatTitM
360
5 10
615
All OWa't
I80
2 80
335
AK Ml Pfl APO f PO us* Zone .3 • 12 50 Canada
add $4 lo Zone rj All O'datft Hitppoo «utly -njuicd
COO add SI SO to stnppmg cnatgrs 25S depov
•eq *.ih COO No C O O to APO fPO o> fora-gn
o«de«i Oinot fo>e>gn o>oeti add 1*0 'ot impp-ng
excess will be refunded Add I 50 «o» each S100 o*e»
»•'»» *100 to* msutance
PRICES SUBJECT TO CKAN6E WITHOUT NOTICE

~
r.r,
P.O.BOX 604
USA
gxcanour INDUSTRIES.INC. BLAIRSTOWN. N.J. 07825
DESCRIPTION COLOR SIZE NAME

□ VISA BA
Q MASTER CHARGE
tOIAL
□ MONEV ORDER
□ AMERICAN
ADO SKIPPING
□ PERSONAL CHECK
EXCESS
N J BES aOO
SaiES ia«
•llowZ*»M*locW»r
TOTAL
□ CERTIFIES) CHECK
•UE MODEL TEAR .
□ COD Z5SDEPOSIT
mull Accompany 0100.

CITV STATE ZIP .
• 1981 EXCALIBUR INDUSTRIES INC
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Name and model . ................. Yamaha YZ250H
Enginetype . . . . .Single-cylinder, reed-valved
two-stroke
Bore and stroke . . ....................... 70mmx64mm
(2.8 inches x 2.5 inches)
Displacement
. . . 246cc( 15.0 cubic inches)
Horsepower...... ...................................... N/A
Carburetion ........ ....................... 38mm Mikuni
Factory recommended jetting:
Mainjet............. ........................................ 380
Needle jet.......... .........................................Q-0
Jet needle.......... ...................................6F16-4
Pilot jet.............. ...........................................80
Slide number . . .........................................3.0
Recommended gasoline..................... Premium
92-plus octane
Fuel tank capacity ............7.6 liters (2.0 gallons)
Fuel tank material ................................... Plastic
Lubrication........... .... Oil in gas, pre-mix, 16:1
[NOTE: We run 32:1\
Recommended oil ..................... Yamalube"R"
Oil capacity .......... .......................................N/A
Air filtration.......... ..........Oiled foam, two-stage
Clutch type............ ................... Wet, multi-plate
Transmission........ .. Five-speed, constant mesh
Gearbox ratios:
1......................... ....................... 30/14(2.142)
2......................... ....................... 29/16(1.812)
3......................... ....................... 24/17(1.411)
4......................... ....................... 24/21 (1.142)
5......................... ....................... 22/23(0.956)
Gearing, front/rear ...................................14/48
Ignition ............... ........Hitachi CDHM-100-27)
Primary kick system?...................................Yes
Recommended spark plug . . Champion N-2G
Silencer/spark arrestor/
Exhaust system . . .. . High-pipe, through frame
Frame, type
Single downtube, split cradle

These, the RM almost ignores, while
the YZ will take them under protest,
with a shudder going through the chas
sis. One place the YZ rear end works
better than the RM is with the throttle
shut off. Here, the RM waggles its
head and feels like the frame has a
hinge in the middle; the YZ still tracks
straight under the no-load conditions.

Point it and go
This year, the YZ line (125 through
465, at least) has less rake and trail;
and they all turn better. There’s a
slight trade-off in stability at very high
speeds over rough ground. In fact,
some of the Baja and SCORE riders

Wheelbase
... 1480mm (58.3 inches)
Ground clearance
........320mm (12.6 inches)
........950mm (37.4 inches)
Seat height
Steering head angle ..................... 28.5 degrees
Trail........................... ........120mm (4.72 inches)
Weight with one gallon gas ............232 pounds
(dry, 218 pounds)
Rim material............ ................. Aluminum alloy
Tire size and type:
Front..................... ................. 3.00x21 knobby
Rear....................... ................5.10x18 knobby
Suspension, type and travel:
Front..................... . . . Air/oil KYB telescopies
300mm (11.8 inches)
Rear....................... . Monocross, single-shock
310mm 112.2 inches)
Intended use .......... Motocross, off-road racing
Country of origin . . . .................................Japan
Approx, retail price ................................. $2029
Distributor:
Yamaha Motor Corporation
6555 Katella Avenue
Cypress, California 90630
Parts prices, high-wear items:
Piston assembly, complete
........... $39.80
Rings only............ .................................14.60
Cylinder............... ............................... 216.60
Shift lever........... ................................. 10.29
Brake pedal
................................. 20.60
Front sprocket
................................. $9.52
Overall rating, 0 to 100, various categories.
keeping intended use of machine in mind:
Handling............... .......................................95
Suspension ........ .......................................95
(front, 98; rear. 93)
Power................. .......................................96
Cost.....................
Attention to detail .......................................98
Effectiveness, stone stock.
95

are using 1980 frames with ’81 motors
and suspension.
On hard, flat corners, our test 250H
proved to be very agile. Even with the
stock tires, the front end wouldn’t
push out as long as the rider was slight
ly forward on the tank.
We found the best cornering tech
nique was to leave the bike in the high
est useable gear and slip the clutch
when exiting turns. Naturally, this had
to be accompanied by a forward
weight shift. Once the bike was
straightened out, the rider could slide
back a bit, gain rear wheel traction and
forget the clutch.

—
This technique requires an aggres
sive approach, but will work quite well
once the rider gets used to it. When
riding this year’s YZ, you are not
aware of any high-up weight. It’s only
when you ride another single-shock
bike, like a Pro-Link or a Full Floater,
that you can notice the shock’s weight.
Then, after a few hard laps, you forget
it and merely concentrate on riding.
The YZ250H is not all that happy
when forced to slide. Oh sure, the rider
can weight the outside peg, crank on
the throttle and break the rear end
loose. But, to maintain a long, work
able slide is beyond the skill levels of
the average racer. More often than not,
the YZ wants to stand upright half way
through the slide. It’s best to cut and
thrust most tracks and forget the spec
taculars.
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O’NEAL LOGO TEE SHIRT Our most popular Tut’ Shirt Adult and Kids slz«s.
M L XL
$7.95

Kawasaki
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"O NLALTANK STICKERS FACTORY STICKER KIT -

TEAM STICKER KIT -

15 of the hottest stickers around
$3.25

1 Large. 2 Medium. 2 Small per kit
Specify team desired
$3.25

Yam 77 80 $5.25: Yam '81
$6.50; S«ut. '80 $8.50; Suz '81
$7.95; Honda Wing $4.25; Kaw
$7 95. Ma.
$7.95.

Bits and pieces
You’ll find an improved air box this
year, with a smoother sealing surface
and more room in the box itself. This
means you can now get an average
sized hand in behind to check if the
filter is seated.
A folding shifter is now stock—a
welcome change.
Pegs are back a fraction and up a bit
more than last year. This makes it very
easy to wheelie the new YZ. A bit too
easy, until you get used to the bike. A
few of our riders almost looped the
bike out when accelerating up a grade.
A sano straight-pull throttle with a
clear window top is standard. Splitperch lever mounts make changing
easy. Good grips are hung on the end
of the bars.
We felt the bars were too high and
too wide for comfort. After cutting
them down to 32 inches, the feel was
improved. We slipped on a set of
O’Neal OW low bars after the first few
rides. This let us go forward easier.
Clutch pull is smoother and easier
this year.
The left side panel will show melt
marks from the pipe. Another rubber
side plate plug, or a piece of asbestos
will prevent this. Do it before you ride
the bike.
Nice guides route top-quality cables.
There’s no danger of snagging things
up front.
Brakes were strong at both ends.
Perhaps too strong at the rear. We
bent the brake rod slightly for some
“give” and the occasional inadvertent
stalling ceased.

O'NEAL TEAM WALLETS -

TEAM VISOR STICKERS -

Available in Team Honda. Yamaha,
Su-Luki, Kawasaki arid O'Neal
$7.95

Available in Honda. Yamaha. -Suzuki.
Kawasaki. Maico. Husqvarna and
O'Neal
$1.50

TEAM CROSS BAR PADS Nylon and Velcro Team Honda.
Yamaha. Suzuki. Kawasaki. Maico.*
Husky Can Am and O'Neal
$5.95

O’NEAL DISTRIBUTING INC.
9555 OWENSMOUTH AVENUE • CHATSWORTH. CALIFORNIA 91311 * (2131 998- 049
IN CALIFORNIA SEE YOUR LOCAL O’NEAL DEALER
MASTER CHARGE
i VISA
i MONEY ORDER
QTY.
DESCRIPTION
PRICE

TOTAL
NAME ___
ADDRESS.
STATE____

___ CITY.
_ZIP_

_PHONE_

VISA OR M.C."______________________________________________

_EXPIRES_

Send Cashiers Check. Money Order Or Use Visa Or Master Charge. (Mitninum $10 on Visa or Master Charge).
.
Freight Included (No C.O.D.) Foreign Orders prepay In U S. Currency, add 10% Shipping Fee

WE GOT YA COVERED
Now available to the public - DIRT BIKE BINDERS, just like the ones
found in the high zoot, plush, well-lit library of the mighty Din Bike
Offices. Now you can protect all of your valuable copies of Din Bike in a
classy book with DIRT BIKE embossed in gold on the front and spine.
This is the hottest setup for keeping track of your Din Bike subscription.
Send check or money order to: Plus Products, P.0. Box 14945, Las
Vegas, Nevada 89114
Name____________________________________________________________
Address_____
City/State/Zip
Only $7.95 each, plus $1.00 postage and handling. (Nevada residents add
sales tax)
| DB7 1 |

(continued on page 65)
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(con tinued from page 23)

ROOST FACTORY

presents:
The Hottest New Performance Products
ORDER TODAY-ROOST TOMORROW!
“ROOST BOOSTER"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once again the front forks are excellent.
The truly massive 43mm units combined
with the strong front brake give the Ya
maha one of the best packages available.

One more time?
Here’s the deal. This year, the YZ
works. It has a great motor, superb
forks and a good rear suspension. De
tailing and adjustability are all toplevel. But, quite frankly, the mono
shock concept as we see it now appears
to be at the end of the line.
Yamaha simply must come up with
some sort of rising rate suspension
next year. The mono has been a faith
ful design that’s served them well. The
end result in 1981 represents a close to
a decade of hard work and engineer
ing refinement. Now, it’s a very good
bike. Next year, even if it gets refined a
bit more, it’ll be just average. □

"Power Reeds"
More horsepower is
achieved by increasing the
intake by as much as 75percent improved throttle
response throughout entire
power band. Easy installa
tion. No cylinder modifi
cations necessary.

More torque
Improved throttle response
Smoother powerhead
Designed after works bikes
15-minute installation
Available for most makes
ONLY $34.95

Available for: PE, RM, 60,
80, 100, 125, 250, 400. YZ
60,80, D,E,F, RD350-400.
TRI-MOTO CR80 '79-'81.
KX80 79-'81. All reeds
complete with spare petals.
Only $39.95.

Dealer inquiries invited.
For more information send $1 for catalog and stickersto:

ROOST FACTOR/ 23705 Madison St. • Torrance • California • 90505 • 213/375-0181

THE ONLY
MAGAZINE
FOR
MINI RIDERS
& RACERS!

“The first practical tank bag
for dirt bikers”- Dirt Bike ..
Magazine
October, 1980

Looking for the inside line on small bikes?
You can find it in MINI-CYCL E
RIDER/RACER, the only magazine
that covers the mini scene from top to bot
tom! Inside, you'll find complete tests on
the latest racers, the most fun play bikes to
ride, and the best bikes for beginning riders.
There are also stories on keeping your bike
together, suspension basics, and even one
on how to start racing! MINI-CYCLE
RIDER/RACER has it all!

|cHASEf^a£s| 1830 N Jameson Lane Dept. DB
1------- =J— Santa Barbara CA (805) 969-3895

VRO-l BELT
USED IN NATIONAL COMPETITION

Make check or money order payable to: MINI-CYCLE RIDER/RACER Box 317,
Encino, California 91316
Name ____________ _______________________________________________________
Address
SEND $3.00 FOR PATCH AND STICKERS
SUPER
SUPER
SUPER
SUPPORT
COMFORT * LOOKS
Colors: Black .black/ red indicate waist.
$23.95 plus $1 shipping and handling.
Dealers welcome!
CONDOR PRODUCTS P.O.Box238,
Southport, CT 06490 203/259-9637

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________ _______ ________
(Please enclose $2.50, plus 75 cents postage and handling for each copy or
dered. Canada add $1.50 and all other foreign add $2.50 postage and handling
for each copy ordered. All items will be shipped by surface mail. U .S. funds,
please.)
DB^

